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Abstract

Rubric, like those of Paul-on and Paulson ( 19')-l) that truce the evolution of
portfolios in a '~4u~nc~ from ott-track, eruerging. on-track to outstanding.
rna: be misleading because the: confuse process II ith purpo,~. They assume
that all portfolios should model the process portfolio that contains ongoing
work and student self-reflection.

This article report, on a longuudinal study uf one -chool in II hich data on
teacher perceptions of. and actual portfolio implementation II ere collected on
three different occasion-, over a tile-year period. These data II ere obtained
Irorn interviews. document analysis and surveys.

The findings reveal three distinct emphases, each relating to a different data
gathering stage: a tightl: teacher-directed and highly outcome based
portfolio: a still traditional portfolio but with the incipient process element llf
self assessment: and an evaluation portfolio containing marked assessment
tasks II ith individual grades and ,cor~s. Challenges fur ,y,kms and schools
are discussed.

Introduction

Throughout the 90s in Australia. tIl 0 trends hale shaped school a,se"m~nt practice.
The first lIas the advent of the n.uionul curriculum. part of the federal government',
agenda for rnicroeconomic reform. Apart from redefining learning areas. the
national curriculum included a strong empha-i- on outcomes. or ob-er. able,
demonstrable benchmarks l)f student achiev ement that operated a, a means "I'
demon-truung teacher, school and system accountability.

The second and Clll1CUITCnt change lIas a move towards "authentic
a"~,,menl. an international trend that had it> beginning, in a reaction [0 formal
r~gimes of t~sting. and the consequent concerns about the I alidu, of a,s~"m~nl.
There are a variety of different interpretations of authentic as,~",m~nt Is~e
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Cumming and Maxwell 19lJlJ l. hut it is generally understood to comprise two
dimensions: performance assessment. or tasks assessed through actual
demonstration. a term sometimes used synonyrnou-Iy \\ ith authentic assessment:
and situated assessment. or tasks assessed in a real world context.

These two assessment trends heralded the portfolio in NSW schools. at first
tentatively in 1996. and soon after with a concerted passion. The 19lJ7 Strutcgicstor
Assessins; and Reporting in NSH' Primarv Schools ( Department of School
Education) gives detailed examples of portfolios and information on their planning.
Portfolios were regarded as the ideal exemplification of the two trends. They
demonstrated student achievement through work samples that often had outcomes
statements attached. thereby providing tangible evidence for those desiring
accountability. They also focused on real work or actual performance in classroorn-;

By 2000 most primary schools had tinkered \\ ith or developed more
comprehensive policies on portfolio implementation. So what has happened to
portfolios a few years on') Have they changed in their nature as a result of changing
teacher perceptions of their purpose" Are they viewed as tools of accountability or
as tools of assessment. that is. meaningful learning nurratives for students'.'

One rubric for tracing the evolution of portfolios is that of Paulson and
Paulson (1994) who identified four portfolios in a developmental sequence: the 011-
track portfolio. the emerging portfolio. the on-track portfolio and the outstanding
portfolio. Growth is characterised hy a higher degree of meaningful organization.
and in particular a higher degree of student ownership and student self-assessment.
Such a rubric confuses the debate about portfolio development because it assumes
that all portfolios are what Valencia and Place (1994) called 'process portfolios'. viz
those which contain ongoing work and student self-reflection.

Many of the more generic definitions howex er do suggest that portfolios are
more than just 'hunches of stuff (Paulson and Paulson ll)lJ4) and they do include
<el f-assessment and reflection on the process of learning. This article reports on a
longitudinal study in one "iSW primary school. tracing the development of
portfolios from 2000 to 2004. It involves case study methodology (teacher
interviews, document analysis and surveys) on three separate occasions in 20()0.
2001 and 2004 respectively. It seeks to answer the questions:

• have there been changes in teacher perceptions of the purpose of
portfolios')

• have there been changes in teacher perceptions of the contents of
portfolios?

• have there been changes in teacher perceptions of the degree of student
engagement in/ownership of portfolios (as evidenced hJ stude III choice of
contents. self assessment and reflective \\ riting I"

• have there been changes in teacher perceptions of the dexirable/ideul
portfolio?
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The investigation of these questions provides insights and enables the
development of generalisations about the wider school population.

Literature

While a portfolio is a collection of student work that provides a representation of
student achievement, that representation is a function of portfolio purpose. The
definitions of portfolios differentially emphasise three elements. The first defines
portfolios as a collection of student work that demonstrates achievement, This
element. though variably defined. is universal. It is characterised as 'a depository of
artefacts' (Wolf 1991. p36): 'a purposeful collection of student work that tells the
story of the student's efforts, progress or achievement' (Arter and Spandell 1992,
p.21 0): 'a collection of materials assembled by students to demonstrate
achievement' (Freeman and Lewis 199X. p.271): 'a collection of student work that
shows evidence of learning (Padgham 2001. p.9): and 'the systematic and selective
collection of student work that shows mastery or growth ... O'er a period of time'
(Walther-Thomas and Brownell 200 I. p.225).

A Second element that is not universally accepted is student engagement.
Such engagement may include student collaboration with teachers in selecting
contents. or student reflection on learning. This element is apparent in the
definitions of Hill. Kamber and Xorwick (1994), Paulson and Paulson (1994) and
LaBoskey (2()()O).

A third element that rarely occurs in definitions, but is often cited as a
characteristic of portfolios is the rubric or criteria for scoring or judging (see
Skawinski and Thibodeau 20(2).

Stiggins (2001, p.-+6X) distinguishes between the essential and desirable
attributes of portfolios when he adopts the previously cited definition of Arter and
Spandell (1992), but suggests that the 'portfolio's communication potential and
instructional usefulness are enhanced' when students participate in selecting content.
when criteria are available for judging the merit of work, and when students engage
in reflection.

The notion of definition reflecting purpose is apparent in several different
classifications. Benoit and Yang (1996) identify the accountability portfolio and the
instructional portfolio: Richter (1997) describes the working portfolio containing
daily work and the showcase portfolio containing best work: and Smith, Brewer and
Heffner (2003) report on the show case portfolio rbest IIork i. reflective portfolio
(specific learnings). cumulative portfolio (collection (Her time) and goal-based
portfolio (pre-established outcomes). Valencia and Place (19l)4), whose
classi fication forms the basis of analysis in this article. present four types:

• the showcase portfolio which includes the student's best work:

• the evaluation portfolio \1 hich includes specified and marked work:

• the documentation portfolio which includes student work systematically
kept by the teacher but not marked:
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• the proce"" portfolio \\ hich contain- '1I1~'lln~ \\ ork am! student "elf-
reflection.

The classification of Sti~~ins (2001 )(celehrati'1I1 portfolio. ~n)\\th portfolio.
project portfolio and status report portfolio) has prima facie appeal because there i"
an implicit developmental sequence like the rubric of Paulson and Paulson ( 19lJ·+!.
Yet rather than making judgments about quality. it focuses uplln shins in purpose,
Stiggins (2001. p. -1-76) writes:

We can start them with celebration portfolio- in early grade» to start student-
evaluating their own work. We can also help studcnt-. track their own academic
development over time, Sometime- this might centre on the gnl\\ th of a particular -ct
of proficicncies. Other time-, it might track the completion or a xct ,,1" required
pn'.iecl.s ... and l"ina!l~ we can tap the portfolio idea to dc-cribe -tudcnt-.' achievement
xtutus standards mel ....

The determination of purpose has implications for the contents of portfolios.
The list of possible artefacts is exhaustive: pro"e. poetry. learning contracts, extract-
from diaries and journals. laboratory and project reports. art \\ orks, photographs,
software. merit certificates. models. book reports. maps. diagrams and "elf-
assessments. Berryman and Russell (200 I) report ,111portfolios at Dunbar High
School in Kentucky where students included a letter to the reviewer. and t\\ 0

'trnnsactive pieces (\\ ruing to communicate with a real-world audience).

Several questions arise in relation to portfolio contents. Should rough drafts
or only polished work he included" Should all inclusions relate to the demonstration
of outcomes? Should out-of-school experiences be included') To what extent should
-tudent self-reflection be included'}

The issue \If engagement is generally endorsed as desirable both in relation III

involving students in the selection of portfolio contents (Salvia and Yxxeklyke IlJlJ2.
Stiggin« 20(1l. Popham 1991J) and student sel (-reflection (Bailey and Guskey 2()O I.
Ellison 2001. Smith 20(0). Arter and Spandell (llJlJ2) provide questions Ior students
designed to facilitate the process of self-reflection. They involve the student in
identifying strengths of their work. tracing the process they experienced. identifying
the feedback they received. and identifying the distinctive qualities of their work,

Of course the extent of student engagement. like the nature of portfolio
contents. is informed hy the perception of portfolio purpose.

Context

The case -choul is atypical of Sy dneyx upper north shore in that it is
-ocioeconomically diverse. Single houses, unit dwclling-, and community housing
support a range of ethnic communities. There are approximately 520 students in IS
regular classes. and 52 languages are represented. The teacher" comprise a range "f
ages and teaching experience, and there has been a considerable stall turnov er
throughout the study. These changes are evidenced by the fact that in the 2()()..J.
interviews. only two of the original ten teachers were interviewed.
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The school began implememing portfolios in 1999, a year before the initial
interviews, Since that time. there have been four different principal- (or relieving
principals). each with a demonstrably different leadership style. Some of the
changes in portfolio implementation may be attributed to the different perceptions of
principals of the value of normative and formal assessment.

In 200'+. during the salaries case in the Industrial Relations Commission. the
Department of Education and Training argued that there was no requirement for any
teacher to collect. assemble or construct portfolios of student \\ ork for reporting. and
that such a task was not onerous. :\ot\\ ithstanding. the l\SW Teachers Federation
imposed a ban on the construction of portfolios of student work for reporting. While
the 200.+ interviews were carried out at the time of the ban. no mention of the
industrial situation was made by teachers. but such a ban does signal incipient or
growing concern about the additional work portfolios create.

Method

The research used case study methodology involving the intensive collection of data
at three times in 2000. 2001 and 200.+ respectively. The unit or 'bounded system'
(Burns 1997. Stake 1994) was the school. Even though the same teachers were not
interv iewed on each of the three occasions of data gathering (as a result of transfer}.
the fact that a majority of staff was interviewed, provides a clear locus on the school
as unit.

The school was selected from survey research conducted on portfolios in
2000 using a stratified proportional sampling of NSW primary schools, BUIllS (1997.
30'+) argues that the bounded system should either be 'very representative or
extremely atypical'. Thus the selection of the school as very typical was considered
to be an instance of purposive sampling. or as Burns (1997.370) indicates 'a unit
that matches the blueprint recipe'.

The case study method was regarded as valuable for three reasons: it would
illuminate phenomena for more intensive investigation: it \\ ould provide insights
and promote generalisations about the larger school Isystem) population: and it
would be a valuable case in its own light.

On each of the three occasions. data were collected from the identical survey.
interviews and document analysis (the portfolio). The use of the same survey (a 30
item survey with five likert scale response options) enabled the computation of
means to provide comparisons over time. The interviews were semi-structured so
that the teachers could be informants as well as respondents: they lasted for
approximately .+0 minutes each: and they involved teachers at all grade and stage
levels. Six randomly selected portfolios from each grade \\ere also analysed.

Data from the three sources were organised into themes according to the
process advocated bv Miles and Huberman (199.+) hv which the themes ernerue~ . ,
from the data rather than being imposed upon it. The reduced data is displayed on
matrices with text in cells. so that results are reported according to patterns or
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themes. The findings are surprising in revealing a change of direction in the case
school to include numerical and normative data on student performance. While these
findings relate to a single school. they may well represent a return to reporting
information that is preferred and requested hy parents. and that is typical of external
testing mandates (Higher School Certificate. and Basic Skills tests). Following is a
reporting of these results.

Findings

1. Changes in perception of purpose.

The most apparent trend since 200 I was a declining perception of portfolios as
showcases of student work. and an increasing perception of them as strategic
collections of work. Such a trend which arguably reflects a greater maturity in
understanding the role of portfolios. was indicated in the following comments on
purpose: 'to reflect what's truly going on'. 'it isn't a showcase of beautiful work',
'( to include) first drafts, not necessarily polished copy' and 'to show parents
examples of student work. hut not necessarily best work'.

In 2004 there was a dramatic increase in perception of the portfolio as
comprising marked and graded work as a basis for evaluation/accountability. This
perception was high in 2000. perhaps because portfolios were regarded as
accountability tools to demonstrate the achievement of outcomes, but it declined
markedly in 200 I. The sudden increase in perception of this purpose may he
explained by a change of school portfolio practice in 2003 whereby marked work
was placed in the portfolio and was accompanied by a student progress report which
ga ve each student both a mark for the included assessment task. and the grade
average. These findings demonstrate a shift in school practice from showcase to
evaluation portfolios (Valencia and Place 1994).

It was notable in 2nOI and 2004 that teachers made fewer references to
outcomes as a defining factor in portfolio development. In 2000, the link between
outcomes and portfolios was often made explicit. and reference was often made to
the outcomes based education mindset, As the means for the survey items relating
purpose to outcomes were uniformly high but not markedly different between the
three data gathering occasions. outcomes are obviously regarded as important. Their
infrequent mentioning in the recent interviews may be explained by the fact that
assessment and reporting within an outcomes framework is now seen as routine. It is
apparent though that teachers are perceiving the portfolio as a more versatile tool for
capturing the reality of a student's achievement. rather than as an instrument for the
mere demonstration of outcomes.

In determining the nature and implementation of portfolios. teachers
consistently believed there were two stakeholders: the Department of Education and
Training because it mandates the learning outcomes, and the teachers themselves
because they teach to the outcomes. Some teachers acknowledged that parents could
provide input, as long as teachers had the right of veto: other teachers indicated that
parents do not understand the issues involved and should therefore have no say.
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While the differences in means for survey items relating to the respective
purposes of the portfolio as a tool of assessment and of reporting remained slightly
higher for reporting on the three occasions data were collected. the responses at
interview indicated a stronger perception that portfolios are tools for reporting more
than assessment. Typical comments in relation to purpose included 'to report to
parents'. 'provides opportunities to show parents work for a specific purpose'. and
'to give parents an overview of work done in the classroom'. It \\as gratifying to
hear a number of responses indicating purpose for teachers and students: "this is our
way of showing how professional we are' and '1 want it to be a positive experience
for the child'.

2. Changes in perception of content

In the case school. portfolios. called 'student progress folders' comprise plastic
envelopes spiral bound in hard plastic covers. In 2000 and 200 I. each work sample
was accompanied by an outcomes sheet. and boxes which had to be ticked for more
specific indicators. according to whether the student was 'working towards'.
'achieving' or 'achieving beyond'. For terms 1 and 3, five work samples. pre-
determined by stage teachers at the beginning of the term. were included in the
portfolio. They related to reading. writing, number. measurement and space. In
terms 2 and --I-of 2001. corresponding with half yearly and yearly reports, work
samples were provided for each learning area. The progress folder was sent home
after each terrn, though in terms 2 and --1-. it also included the report.

While the 200--1- Federation ban on portfolios has created some current
confusion. it is proposed that the 2003 portfolio format will be repeated. Claiming to
provide a 'snapshot of where the children are at, at the moment. relative to other
children within the same grade'. the portfolio provides a description of assessment
tasks in Maths, English and Social Science. Each description specifies which
outcomes are being assessed ( though the previous outcomes sheet with boxes for
ticking indicators is no longer present): the marking criteria for scoring the
assessment task: a copy of the actual completed task: and a report which includes
the student's score in the three learning areas. the grade average in each area. the
student's score for homework and classroom application. and the grade average for
each. So the student progress report within the portfolio might read:

English - III the English Assessment Tusk vour child scored 7.5 compared
with (I Grade A verage oj'7.1J

The same format continues for Maths, Social Science. Homework and
Classroom Application.

The marked increase in support from teachers for learning areas other than
English and Maths between 2000 and 2001 remained constant in 200--1-. At the same
time. perception of the importance ofw ork samples in English and Maths increased.
This finding is consistent with system emphases on literacy and numeracy, and may
be a reflection of enduring school practice that in earlier years included only English
and Maths,
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lsxues relating to portfolio contents are also linked II ith perceived pUrp(l~e.
The discernible shift in perception from showcase In evaluation portfolio II a~
apparent both in teacher interview- and the delated survey means tor the
desirability of including test papers (an item for which there lIas a markedly reduced
mean bet ween 2000 and 200 l i. completed assignments and learning contracts.

The shift to an evaluation portfolio is not necessarily at odds with a teacher
desire to find different ways for demonstrating student achievement. While xurvey
means for the desirability of many inclusions in portfolio- did not alter markedly in
2UO"+despite strong increase in support for other artefacts between 2000 and 200 I.
one which indicated a marked increase, and which was corroborated in interviews.
wa~ the desirability of including journal entries relating re~pon~e~ to learning
activities.

The 200..+ data rev ealed moderate support for social and citizenship
achievements tu be demonstrated in the portfolio, though there Ila~ a separation
between those who saIl it a~ a reporting tool and therefore favoured the inclusion of
te~b and work samples, and those II ho viewed it a- an a"es~ment as II ell as a
reporting tool and were more likely to advocate a 'bit of everything and a 'well
rounded experience'. A number llf teachers in the lauer gwup argued that not all
inclusions need demonstrate ~yllabu~ outcomes. They advocated including '<orne
meaningful personal experiences and even 'any thing they Istudents) are really
proud of". An interesting counter ttl the view that all learning and portfolio
inclusions demonstrate the achievement of outcomes. wa» the claim by one teacher
that there i~ ~o much student- can achieve that can't be translated into portfolio
contents, and that 'outcomes glaze ()IeI' the explicitnex- of reporting'.

A further illustration of the way~ in which ~hifting system emphases are
reflected in teacher perception- (outcomes. literacy, numeracy ) is the absence of an)
reference in 200..+ to integration in portfolios. This lIas a strong system and therefore
SChll111emphases in 2001. as typified by the comment 'I really support putting things
in that show integrated learning .... writing and reading that show nuuhs ... art that
-how« language'.

3. Changes in perception of student engagement/ownership

Despite marked increases in the perception llf the importance of student engagement
both in terms of xelf-asvesxment and student determination of portfolio inclusions
between 2000 and 2001. there wax no further increase in 200"+. These marked
increases in student engagement in 200 I II ere the major finding» of the -tudy at that
time. and led Brady 12U02a. p. 51) I to define the Australian portfolio of the future a~
'a negotiated collection of student work inv olving student reflection that
demonstrutes achiex ement of outcomes'.

A majority of teachers supported some collaboration with -tudent-, in
determining portfolio contents in 200 I. though the) had not given this support a
year earlier. The lollow ing Ila~ typical:
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Teacher- ought tll hal e time tll sit J'1\\n with the children and ,a\ "we have been
[lll)king at ... how do yOU think you've gllnc" and then be able l" sal "if Y"U want to
,h,)\\ Il1UIl1nr dad your work. \I hat \I ould yOU like to put in the flllder"··.

In 2UU--I-.there was a marked increase in the means of -urve , items supporting
dixcux-ion/collahoration bet« een teachers and students in selecting work. \Iust
teachers believed that students could select one or two pieces of work fur the
portfolio. usually each half year: most thouuht that the -tudent-, should not be
allowed to do so in certain areas like English and Math-: and must claimed that it
\las more appropriate for older children. The practice of teacher', confcrencing II ith
individual students about portfolio inclusions was not mentioned.

The marked increase in support for student self-assessment. apparent in 2UU 1.
ma:- be explained by the perception of portrolios in 2UOU as tightl:- regulated teacher
directed tuuls fur demonstnuing the achievement of outcomes. The school had only
been using portfolios for a year. and time and experience produced more Ilexibilir,
and a greater understanding of the versatility of portfolios. So in 2U() I. self-
asse,sment \I as strungly advocated. el en by kindergarten teachers \I ho gale the
children -milcy faces to sdf-assess. One teacher described the portfolio as 'a CV Ior
kids". and another cautioned about the need for training in self-assessment. This
interest lIas unly modestly reflected by the optional inclusion of self-assessment.
Stage .\ portfolio. for instance. contained a 'personal reflection sheet" requiring
ans\lers tu si\ unfinished sentences relating to self apprai'al.

In 2 ()U--I-. the majoritv of teachers supported student self-assessment though
there \I a, no increase in suney means relating to this area. and no evidence of self-
assessment in portfolios. Some commented on the triteness l)f the unfinished
sentence approach to self-assessment. and two teachers argued the need fur
providinj; scatTulding for self-assessment. Of course the I irtual disappearance of the
modest and rudimentary self-as,essment that existed prior to 201!-'. i, a legacy of the
shift towards evaluation portfolios.

-I. Changes in perception of the ideal portfolio

From the 2U()U perception of portfolios as accouruability tool- to demonstrate the
achievement of outcomes. the 20lJ! ideal became one 'involving a greater lariety uf
artefacts rphotos. tapes. high tech material) in all learning areas: a high degree ol
-elf-a-sessment and student collaboration with teachers: and one \I hich can reflect
student development (Brady 2U()2b. p . .\UI. The litany of ideal elements are those
extolled in the literature: enabling self-assessment. increasing student self-
knov It'dge. providing opportunities for teacher-student collaboration. and enhancing
student ll\\ nership,

The 20U--I- respon-e-. \I ere nut thematic. They \ aried Irom perceptions that
reflected the outstanding process portfolio 1)1' Paulson and Paulson (I ')')--1-1. the
traditional xhow case portrolio that demon-tuned the achievement of outcomes. and
the belief that portfolios are 'a Ilaste of time' because teachers can simply sh')\1
parents the child's book- in each ur the learning areas.
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The disparate views are a reflection of the different expressions of school
practice in relation to portfolios over the last five years, and the nature of the
sample,

Several teachers were new to the school or to teaching. and had no \\ ell
developed notion of a desirable portfolio. One teacher had been recently transferred
from a sehoul in which she claimed 'teachers taught for the portfolio": two or three
tasks. each with five indicators and five response option" were sometimes included
each week. This experience had created a negative view of portfolios.

For the less experienced and newer teacher" to the school. current practice
was more likely to be regarded as desirable.

Discussion and conclusion

Paul-on and Paulson s (199-1-) rubric of nil-track. emeruinz on-track and
outstanding ponlolios is confusing as it" evolving emphasis on student self-
reflection is more consistent with the notion of proce", portfolios. To evaluate
portfolios without a consideration of their purpo"e i" near-sighted. For instance. the
most commonly known portfolio. the showcase portfolio. dubbed in the pejorative
as a 'brag book'. makes no claims beyond showcasing best work. Similarly for
DET. the portfolio was conceived as a fitting demonstration of the achievement of
student outcome". It i" therefore not surprising that the contents comprised work
"ample". often included with outcomes and indicator" that were rated according to
student achievement.

In the second stage of the study. it became clear that the portfolio was
regarded as having more versatility than just a tool to demonstrate achievement of
outcomes. Increasingly. elements of the process portfolio, viz student reflection and
self-assessment were modestly introduced or at least acknowledged by teachers as
legitimate inclusion". Other artefacts like learning contract". assignmcnt-. merit
certificates and demonstrations of social/civic achievement were also perceived a"
reflecting all-round development.

The fact that this trend was not demonstrated in the third stage of the study
has a prima facie explanation. The principal (the third since the research hegaru
altered the portfolio in two main ways: the outcomes sheets. rated by indicators for
each work sample. were removed: and a student report providing an individual and
grade "core for assessed work samples was included. This practice had a resultant
impact on teacher perceptions of the nature of portfolios.

It might he facile though to dismiss this trend to\\ anl- an evaluation portfolio
as a specific school phenomenon and therefore ,1" at~pical, A "iSW Teacher"
Federation ban on portfolios. however interpreted. can only signify that there i" a
perception that additional work beyond normal demand" i" required h~ teacher" in
implementing portfolio". One teacher in the 200-1- interviews. claimed that portfolios
'have turned into a bit of a juggernaut .... something that could he simple and
practical has turned into an onerous task'. Schools in NSW are abo waiting a
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foreshadowed DET reponing template that all state schools \\ ill he required to use.
Perhaps these tw o factors \\ ill shape the nature of portfolios in \\ ays simi lar to that
of the case school. It may well he that the principal who introduced the 2003 model
\\ ill prove to he more prescient than ~tatT realised,

The findings raise several important issues and challenges, The subsuming
issue relates 10 the purpnse of portfolios. To evaluate their effectiveness, there needs
to be an understanding of purpose. Portfolios are developed to demonstrate student
achievement. and with the 90s movement to outcomes-based education, there is an
implicit belief that they should reflect the achievement of syllabus outcomes,
However. be> ond that. their purpose i~ not clearly articulated,

More significanlly. there i~ little direction from education system» as to
whether the portfolio is a reporting and/or a~~e~sment tool. The emphasis on
dcmonxinuing outcomes suggests the former, and partly accounts for the relatively
small emphasis on student reflection and sel I-assessment in portfolios, Yet Wolf ~
(llJlJ I. (30) early definition specifies the need for written reflections hy the student.
Thus the portfolio becomes a meaningful learning narrative for students. and not just
another method of reporting. The central dilemma of purpose raises se\ eral
challenges tor systems and schools:

• If the former. should the port folio report hy standards «uncomesi and/or
norm- Iposition in class/grade/cohoru?

• If the latter. should portfolios include written reflections by the developer
t acknowledging the value of self-assessment and meta-cognition I. anJ:

• Should work not specifically related to syllabus outcomes be included.
\ if journal entries, merit certificates. creutiv e writing"

• Should the teacher or student own the student's portfolio: or should there
he more than one')

The author contends that the evaluation emphasis of the new portfolio i~ not
inconsixtent with the inclusion of student reflection, and argues the need for teachers
to prov ide scaffolding for students to ~~If-a~se" and constantly reflect on their
performance. If portfolios are the repositories of student \\ ork. organised in a
xysternatic way, they are the appropriate place for student reflections on the quality
of that \\ ork over time. The trend towards evaluation identified in the case school
portfolio raises the further challenge of how much of a student ~ Iota I performance
should he captured h> a portfolio. Arter all there are other strategies lor a"e~~ing
and reporting.
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